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ABSTRACT 
 
The use of clumped isotope analysis in calcite is a rapidly developing and powerful 
technique for paleothermometry studies in tectonics and environmental sciences. For analysis of 
isotopes in deformed rocks, there is uncertainty if the deformation of the calcite can reset 
clumped isotope concentrations, which limits the utility of the method.  The goal of this research 
is to help determine if some typical deformation processes, specifically plastic deformation of 
calcite at low temperatures (<200 C), can affect clumped isotope concentrations. Seven cores of 
calcite are deformed experimentally at strain rates 2-4.2x10-5 s-1, temperatures from 20 – 400 C, 
at confining pressure of 150-200 MPa, and to strains of 10-25%. The cores are taken from parent 
crystals in four different orientations relative to the crystallographic directions of calcite in order 
to induce different types of deformation. The deformed samples were studied using optical 
microscopy and electron backscatter diffraction microscopy techniques to identify the types of 
plastic deformation that operated in each test. Both mechanical e-twinning and r- and r+ slip 
were successfully activated, and to varying degrees, in the sample suite. Yield strengths observed 
in the experiments agree well with that expected (based on previous work) for the twin and slip 
mechanisms identified through microscopy. On the basis of the outcomes of this research, 
clumped isotope measurements of the parent crystals and the deformed samples will determine 
if, and which deformation processes affect isotope concentrations.  If isotope concentrations 
remain unchanged by deformation, then the reliability of clumped isotope analysis in deformed 
rocks will be assured. If deformation resets clumped isotope concentrations, then with further 
research the method holds great promise to determine the temperature at the time of deformation, 
which would be a unique capability. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Clumped isotope geochemistry is a promising and new paleothermometry method in the 
geosciences. The clumped isotope technique of geothermometry is based on the slight bonding 
preference of heavy isotopes during crystal growth in calcite and other carbonate minerals. It is 
known that this preference is a function of temperature at which calcite precipitates, and it may 
provide information for the growth of calcite grains. The advantage over δ18O (the abundance 
ratio of 18O and 16O) geothermometry is that clumped isotope ratios do not depend on global 
ice/water ratios or salinity of oceans. Besides paleothermometry of oceans, tectonics-related 
problems also have been studied using the carbonate clumped isotope technique. It can be used 
to reconstruct time and space relationships between fluid evolution of structural elements (such 
as folds, faults, and nappes) and regional tectonics. The clumped isotope method may provide 
constraints on fluid sources of veins filled by carbonates. This method is also used to reveal 
structural control on cementation and diagenesis within different sections of fault zones. The 
ability to determine temperature at the time of faulting in carbonates may help the study of shear 
heating processes during faulting. The method is also a new tool to constrain altimetry of 
deforming orogenies and thereby help constrain continental tectonic models.  
This study will explore potential effects of deformation on clumped isotopes in calcite and 
their response to different intracrystalline deformation mechanisms of twinning and dislocation 
glide. In the experiments, single crystals of calcite will be deformed in different orientations 
under controlled conditions in the Argon gas rig pressure apparatus in the Center for 
Tectonophysics Laboratory at Texas A&M University. Optical microscopy and electron back-
scattering diffraction (EBSD) will be employed to investigate and characterize mechanisms of 
deformation. Calcite crystals will be prepared and sent for mass spectrometry measurements. 
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Any changes in clumped isotopes will be studied as a function of deformation conditions and 
activation of different deformation mechanisms (i.e., twinning and dislocation glide). If the 
findings of this research show that existing clumped isotopes within a calcite crystal sample are 
not reset by deformation, then the clumped isotope signature may be interpreted in terms of 
crystal growth prior to deformation. If my findings show that clumped isotopes change during 
deformation, then the clumped isotope signature may be interpreted to reflect temperatures at the 
time of deformation, rather than temperature estimates during earlier geologic events. Most slip 
systems in calcite are thought to involve slip between carbonate ions (CO3
2-), and therefore by 
the breaking and reforming of Ca-O bonds. However, few observations bear directly on the 
atomic-scale deformation processes of dislocation slip and twinning. During such deformation, if 
the clumped isotopic signature shows no change, only Ca-O bonds have been broken. If the 
clumped isotopic signature does change, then breaking of C-O bonds is also true.  
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BACKGROUND 
Clumped Isotope Concepts  
Isotopes, that have the same number of protons and different numbers of neutrons, are 
variants of a specific element. The number of neutrons in element’s nucleus is not capable of 
influencing the general chemical properties of the element. However, it results in a change in 
isotope mass, producing minor differences in bonding strength and zero-point energy levels 
between light and heavy isotopes of the same element. Isotope fractionation results from these 
isotope mass differences and is used to attain isotopic features and information of a substance 
that relate to its specific environment. Isotope geochemistry, in general, is interested in relative 
and absolute ratios of heavy and light isotopes abundance in geological materials, such as fossils, 
minerals, and rocks. In isotope geochemistry, delta, δ, and the letter R refer to the relative ratio 
and absolute ratio, respectively. Mc Kinney et al. (1950) first defined δ as  
 
 (1) 
The unit for a delta value is per mil (‰). The letter R is the absolute ratio of heavy to light 
isotopes in a sample relative to a standard (reference sample), such as D/H, 13C/12C, and 18O/16O. 
The Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW) and Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (VPDB) 
are two important standards used for hydrogen, oxygen, and carbon isotope measurements.   
Researchers use the delta notation (δ) for different applications. For instance, the relative 
isotope ratios have been employed to reconstruct paleotemperatures dominating in a region in the 
geological past. Carbonate fossils are an appropriate sample for these estimations owing to 
isotopic fractionation dependency on formation temperature. Specifically, oxygen fractionation 
in carbonate fossils is used for paleoclimate estimates (See Equation 2). The oxygen 
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fractionation relation to environmental temperature stems from an enrichment of light or heavy 
oxygen in water from which carbonate precipitated.  
 
 (2) 
The enrichment of light or heavy oxygen in an environment depends on evaporation and 
precipitation. In a warm environment, the water that is rich in light 16O isotopes evaporates first, 
and oceanic water becomes enriched in 18O isotopes. The opposite is true for condensation of 
water vapor. In cold environments, such as polar areas, 18O-rich heavy water precipitates first 
depleting 18O isotopes and resulting in enrichment of light 16O isotopes. This climate-related 
process has played a significant role in determining paleoclimate patterns. The conventional δ18O 
method, however, has limitation regarding oxygen isotope composition in water and carbonate 
material. Since the method depends on isotope masses, some factors such as salinity of ocean 
water and global ice volume must be known to make reliable estimates (Affek, 2012). This 
indirect measurement of δ18O makes the method troublesome.   
The clumped isotope method was introduced as a new paleothermometer about a decade 
ago by Ghosh et al. (2006). Clumped isotope thermometry, which is independent of water 
composition, benefits from temperature dependency of bond making between two heavy isotopes 
of carbonate and oxygen, 13C and 18O, respectively (Ghosh et al., 2006). This method gives 
temperature estimates for the past more directly as it does not consider the oxygen isotope 
composition in water from which carbonate precipitated. Clumped isotope analyses consider the 
state of ordering of scarce isotopes in earth materials, such as fossils, carbonate rocks and 
carbonate minerals (Eiler, 2007), and measure the deviation of rare (heavy) isotope abundance in 
a sample with respect to the standard sample considering targeted rare isotopes as randomly 
distributed (Affek, 2012). Due to the thermodynamic dependence of heavy isotopes bonding (i.e, 
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clumping), the concentration of heavy isotopologues in a compound may reflects an 
environmental temperature of the carbonate system during its precipitation. This relation is 
explained by Eiler (2007) and depends on the vibrational energy level of heavy isotope bonds; 
accordingly, the number of heavy isotope substitutions in a compound is directly related to the 
difference in bond energy levels. The energy level for isotopologues that substituted a single 
heavy isotope is two times greater than isotopologues that substituted a double heavy isotope. In 
the Figure 1, the colored horizontal lines represent the energy level of doubly-bonded light 
isotopes (light-light, XX), doubly-bonded heavy isotopes (heavy-heavy, YY), and light-heavy 
(XY) isotopes. The energy difference between XX and XY is equal to the energy difference 
between XY and YY. In other words, energy level is doubled between XX and YY with 
 
 
Figure 1. Energy level diagram of a molecular bonding in a plot of bond energy level versus 
atomic bond distance (ABD). Level 0 is the zero-point energy. The energy values of molecular 
bonds containing different isotopes are represented by yellow, grey, and red lines. 
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respect to XX and XY. This relation is defined as the Rule of the Mean (Bigeleisen,1955). The 
small difference between the vibration energies of heavy and light isotopologues of the same 
compound leads to a favored partition for the heavy isotope in the compound. This 
thermodynamically driven increase in the heavy isotope concentration influences the equilibrium 
constant, k.  
The isotope exchange reaction below is used to show the effect of favored partitioning of 
heavy isotopes (As described above, X: light, Y: heavy) 
 2XY = X2 + Y2   (3) 
 k = [X2][Y2] / [XY]
2 (4) 
Equation (4) gives the k for the reaction expressed in (3), for the case when the 
isotopologues are randomly distributed in a substance (Eiler, 2007). Doubly-substituted Y2 has 
lower vibrational energy level (Fig. 1), which indicates increased stability. Accordingly, 
increasing temperature induces more randomly distributed heavy isotopes in a system. In other 
words, increasing temperature drives the equilibrium constant k closer to the kstochastic, by 
decreasing the doubly-bonded heavy isotope concentration ([Y2]) in the system (Fig. 2). 
 
Figure 2. The simplified representation of the relation of equilibrium constant and temperature 
for an isotope exchange reaction. The dashed red line is the stochastic equilibrium constant.  
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Clumped isotope geochemistry in carbonate minerals calculates the values of Δ47 
isotopologues in a material by using the abundances of heavy C-O bonds. The calculation of Δ47 
is done by first measuring the abundance of heavy CO2 gas isotopologues extracted from a 
sample and then comparing the measured values with the values of a stochastically distributed 
reference material (See Equation 4).  
 
 (5) 
The equation above uses the abundance ratios of three CO2 masses, mass-47, mass-46 and 
mass-45, relative to the most abundant mass-44. In other words, as an example, R47samp is the 
ratio of mass-47 abundance to mass-44 abundance in a measured sample. This is the same for 
R46samp and R
45
samp. In the same way, R
47
stoc, R
46
stoc, and R
45
stoc are the abundance ratios in the 
randomly distributed sample. The calculation of the denominators is different than the 
numerators. 
 R47stoc = 2xR
13xR18 + 2xR17xR18 + R13x(R17)2 
 R46stoc = 2xR
18 + 2xR13xR17 + (R17)2 
 R45stoc = R
13 + 2xR17 
In these expressions, R13, R17, and R18 are the ratios of mass: 13C/12C, 17O/16O, 18O/16O 
respectively (Eiler, 2007; Dennis and Schrag, 2010; Affek, 2012). In most cases, 13C18O16O, the 
most abundant isotopologue of mass-47 is used for analyses since it possesses 97% of all 13C-18O 
bonds of the CO2. The other two isotopologues of mass-47, which are 
12C17O18O and 13C17O2, do 
not have significant influences in the calculation (Eiler and Schauble, 2004).  
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Clumped Isotopes Studies 
Recently, researchers have been using the clumped isotope method to establish better 
temperature proxies that independent from water content of carbonate rock. Even though the 
calibration research is still underway, the method seems very promising to scientists in terms of 
accuracy and reliability.  
Ghosh et al (2006) and Eiler (2007) published comprehensive papers explaining the 
clumped isotope concept, its applications, and calibration tests. Eiler then published another 
paper about the clumped isotope thermometry for paleoclimate reconstruction studies (Eiler, 
2011). Finnegan et al. (2011) focused on the glaciation during Ordovician- Silurian. Suarez et al. 
(2011) studied the multiple isotopologue signature in carbonate paleosol to trace East Asia 
monsoons. Recently, Lloyd et al. (2017) published a paper about the distance-effects of contact 
metamorphism environments on calcite and dolomite and their clumped isotope signatures. They 
found that after the intrusion in the host rock occurred, intracrystalline atomic reordering 
processes dominated in the aureole and producing a uniform Δ47 value of calcite. The altimetry 
history of the Tibet region was investigated and recalculated by Quade et al. (2011). Eagle et al. 
(2011) published a paleobiology paper that presents a calculation using clumped isotope 
thermometry that estimates the body temperature of Jurassic sauropods varied between 36°C and 
38°C. Dennis and Schrag (2010) worked on clumped isotopes in terms of diagenetic alteration 
indicators in carbonatites. Swanson et al. (2012) studied temperatures of faulting and fault-fluids 
using the clumped isotope technique. Huntington et al. (2015) explained the use of clumped 
isotope thermometry to explain aspects of continental tectonics and paleoelevation 
reconstructions. Luetkemeyer et al. (2016) investigated paleofluid sources at 3 km depth along 
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the active trace of the San Andreas fault by using the clumped isotope method on carbonate veins 
recovered from the San Andreas Fault at Depth (SAFOD) borehole near Parkfield, Ca.  
Calcite Deformation Studies 
Calcite mineral and other calcite-bearing carbonate rocks have been studied carefully and 
widely in different fields by numerous researchers for the last century. These studies, including 
field and laboratory, investigations have revealed key information about mineralogy, and the 
timing and temperature of formation, deformation, and diagenesis. In general, deformation of 
single crystals of calcite can occur by twin and dislocation glide on specific crystallographic slip 
systems during deformation under an applied stress. This process involves the breaking of atomic 
bonds. The activation of and train produced by the activation of a particular twin or dislocation 
glide system depends on several factors: the amount and direction of applied force, ambient 
temperature during deformation, purity of calcite, and density of defects. 
For better comprehension of the subject, some terms and nomenclatures need to be clarified 
here. Miller-Bravais indices, (hkil), are used in this study to describe a particular crystallographic 
plane or direction within calcite. All planer and directional Miller-Bravais indices are based on 
the hexagonal structural calcite unit cell (e.g., De Bresser, 1991). The expression of “sense of 
slip” or “sense of twinning” represents a direction of an upper-moving section of a crystal after 
deformation. In case where the upper section slips and moves towards the c crystallographic axis 
then the sense is defined as a positive “+” sense-of-slip; if this movement is away from the c-
axis, it is called negative sense-of-slip (Turner et al. 1954). 
Turner (1954) studied deformation twinning on {101̅4} and {011̅2} and calculated the 
critical resolved shear stress values for different planes. Turner et al. (1954) followed this work 
by conducting the very first systematic and remarkable investigation of calcite deformation. 
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They used cylindrical samples from calcite crystals that were cut in different crystallographic 
orientations. Compression and extension experiments were performed at temperatures from 20°C 
to 400°C, under 300 MPa, 500 MPa, and 1000 MPa confining pressures. They identified three 
main deformation mechanisms: (1) negative slip on the r-plane {101̅4} in the <2̅021> direction 
for deformation at temperatures from 20°C to 300°C, (2) negative slip on the f-plane {011̅2} in 
the <22̅01> direction, and (3) positive-sense twinning on the e-plane {011̅8} in the <404̅1> 
direction. Torsion experiments on single crystals of calcite at temperatures ranging from 500°C 
to 800°C were conducted by Griggs et al. (1960). They pointed out that at the temperatures 
between 500°C and 600°C, the deformation behavior of calcite goes through a transition, 
illustrated by the stress-strain behavior. They also observed slip on basal plane c{0001}at 800°C. 
Basal slip was confirmed later by other researchers (Turner and Orozco, 1976; De Bresser and 
Spiers, 1993).  
Positive slip on the r-plane was suggested by Weiss and Turner (1972). Spiers and Wenk 
(1980) observed positive slip on the f-plane with slip on the r-plane in the positive sense. 
Positive slip on the r-plane and negative slip on the f-plane twin systems were identified by Borg 
and Handin (1967) and Paterson and Turner (1970), respectively. De Bresser and Spiers (1990) 
observed another new f-plane slip direction in positive sense: <101̅1>. Friedman and Conger 
(1964) worked on calcite twin lamellae that developed in deformed gastropod shells. They found 
that twin lamellae are well-established in grains that were favorably oriented for twinning for the 
regional stress direction.  
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Figure 3. Crystallographic planes, axes and directions for calcite.  Upper hemisphere, equal 
angle projection of crystallographic directions for calcite that exhibits the important planes and 
directions for deformation by twinning (e) and slip (r, f). The colored planes are three primary 
planes with the same-colored labels, respectively; planes e, r, and f are represented by pink, blue, 
and green, respectively. Pink, blue, and green clusters are the EBSD plots of e-, r- and f- plane 
normals respectively. The plus sign is the c-axis. The pink diamond is the twin direction of the e 
plane. The dark blue and dark green are the positive sense slip directions of r, and f planes 
respectively.    
 
Calcite displays a number of distinct slip systems, and these systems show different 
dependencies on stress and temperature (Fig. 3). Generally, e-twinning is activated at the lowest 
stress levels, on the order of 5-10 MPa critical resolved shear stress, at room temperature 
(Turner, 1954; De Bresser & Spiers, 1990).  Twinning shows only small dependence on 
temperature with respect to critical resolved shear stress for activation, although the character of 
twins does change with temperature (e.g., Rowe and Rutter, 1990; Rybacki et al., 2013).  The r-
slip system, both positive and negative, also are activated at lower stress levels, which are on the 
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order of 50-120 MPa at room temperature, and show a pronounced reduction in strength with 
increase in temperature. The f-slip systems require much higher critical resolved stress for 
activation, and are generally observed only at higher temperatures.  For study of the effect of 
mechanical deformation on clumped isotopes in calcite herein, the focus is on deformation at 
temperatures of up to 200-400 ˚C, which implies the e-twinning and r-slip systems will be the 
most significant. 
Experimental Approach 
A series of experiments can provide the opportunity to test directly whether deformation 
can change the clumped isotope signatures in calcite. After calcite is deformed under different, 
controlled conditions, the samples will be investigated under optical and electron backscatter 
diffraction microscopy (EBSD) in order to determine the crystallographic directions and specific 
twin and slip systems activated during deformation, estimate strain distribution, and determine 
specific locations in each deformed calcite crystal for future clumped isotope analysis. After the 
completion of this work, the deformed samples will be sent to colleagues to carry out mass 
spectrometry and to determine if the clumped isotope concentrations changed during 
deformation. By comparing all data from determinations of deformation, temperature conditions, 
and mass spectrometry measurements, we will be able to determine relationships between 
changed, post-experiment Δ47 values and corresponding deformation conditions (direction, 
temperature, strain rate).  
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METHOD 
Sample Preparation for Compression Tests 
The cylindrical calcite crystal samples were deformed under axial compression. The calcite 
samples, ranging from 0.3” to 0.8” in length, were cored from four parent calcite crystals in four 
crystallographic orientations. The four core axis orientations are as follows: parallel to the c-axis, 
normal to the c-axis (and parallel to the m-plane), 22° to the c-axis, and 68° to the c-axis 
orientation (Fig. 4).  
 
 
Figure 4. The four orientations of core samples taken relative to the crystallographic directions. 
The stereographic projection depicting three important planes of calcite (e-, r- and f- planes; 
pink, blue, green great circles respectively). Pink, blue, and green clusters are the EBSD plots of 
e-, r- and f- plane normals respectively. The four coring orientations for the sample CIC1 
through CIC7 are indicated by small circles with the color assignment as follows, parallel to c-
axis (blue), normal to c-axis (green), 22° to c-axis (red), and 68° to c-axis (yellow).  
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The directions of c-parallel (0°) and c-normal (90°) were selected as being special positions 
for calcite c-axis. The direction of 68° to c-axis was selected by the reason of its close angular 
distance from three crystal planes (e, r, and f planes), and the core-axis direction at 22° to the c-
axis was chosen because it is the complementary angle to the 68° to c-axis-samples. After the 
cylindrical samples were taken, the ends of the samples were polished with 400 (P800) silicon 
carbide powder to ensure parallel loading surfaces perpendicular to the core axis. 
Deformation Experiments 
Seven calcite samples, approximately 1 cm in diameter and 2 cm in length (a ratio of about 
1:2, diameter to length), were cored and prepared in the predetermined directions (Fig. 6 and Fig. 
7) to activate the common slip systems in calcite. Two samples (CIC1 and CIC2) were cored 
from the parent crystal Pr1 at 22° to the c-axis. The CIC3 sample was cored from parent crystal 
Pr2, in the direction 68° to the c-axis (and normal to the direction of CIC1 and CIC2). Two 
samples (CIC4 and CIC5) were cored parallel to the c-axis in parent crystal Pr3, and two other 
samples (CIC6 and CIC7) were cored from the Pr4 parent crystal perpendicular to the c-axis. 
The polished calcite samples were deformed under triaxial compression parallel to the core 
axis at a constant confining pressure. Silver jacketing (annealed at 700°C for 24 hours) and 
Al2O3 (aluminum oxide) samplers were used in the seven experiments (Fig. 5).  
 
 
Figure 5. Sample configuration used in the experiment series (not to scale). 
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The experiments were performed in the water-cooled Argon gas pressure apparatus (Heard 
and Carter, 1968) in the John Handin Rock Deformation Laboratory at Center for 
Tectonophysics at Texas A&M University. The deformation tests were conducted at the 
temperatures of 20°C (room temperature), 200°C, and 400°C, at a constant confining pressure of 
200 MPa (with the exception of CIC6 that was at 120 MPa) and at a constant strain rate of    
2x10-5 s-1 (Table 1).  
 
Table 1. Matrix of Experiments 
 
 
Mechanical data were collected during each experiment using National Instruments NI 
9220, NI 9211 data acquisition modules integrated with LabVIEW software. Differential stress 
was determined from measurements of differential force and the original diameter of the cores. 
Axial strain was determined from shortening of the core and the original length, and includes 
both elastic and permanent deformation. After cooling and depressurization at the end of the 
experiments, the samples were removed, and the final length was measured directly to determine 
final, permanent axial strain.  
After the experiments, the deformed core samples are inspected to determine the direction 
of maximum elongation and shear strain perpendicular to the core axis. The samples were then 
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cut parallel to the core axis and in the direction of elongation and shear using a low-speed, 
precision saw. One of the two halves was labeled and stored for future mass spectrometry 
analysis of clumped isotope concentrations. The second half was polished and used to make a 
petrographic section for optical and electron microscopy; the remaining thin section billet also 
was retained for mass spectrometry work. A noteworthy point is that attaching the sample half to 
the glass slide required using acetone to clean both the slide and the cut surface of the sample. 
The mounted sample was kept warm by a light bulb overnight, to achieve a good bond between 
the calcite and the glass slide. After affixing the sample half properly, the sample was sliced off 
leaving a slice of the calcite that was polished, gradually, with progressively finer silicon carbide 
powder in the sequence 400 GRIT, 600 GRIT, 9.5 μm, 3 μm, 0.3 μm.  
 
 
Figure 6. Determination of shear strain for deformed core samples. Axial strain is defined as  
 = L/L, and shear strain  = S/L’ 
 
An optical microscope and a Nikon COOLSCAN film scanner were employed for 
observation and photography. The petrographic sections were photographed under plane-
polarized light and between crossed polarizers, as well as investigated using an electron scanning 
microscope to determine the crystallographic orientation of the sample in the different 
deformation domains.  Using the photograph of the section, the permanent axial shortening, and 
shear strain were determined by direct measurement (Fig. 6). 
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Sample Preparation and Instrument Information for EBSD 
After polishing with silicon carbide powder, the thin sections were polished with Buehler 
Vibromet 2 vibratory polisher at 40% of amplitude for about 45 minutes. Master Mat 2 polishing 
suspension 40-6380-064 was used as a polishing liquid during the vibration process. Then, 
carbon coating was applied over the samples. The EBSD analysis was performed with Fei 
Quanta 600 FE-SEM field emission scanning electron microscope equipped with 3-axes 
motorized stage and back-scatter electron detector. The working distance of the detector was 15 
mm and the acceleration voltage of the electron beam was 30 kV. The crystallographic 
orientation data collected during the EBSD were indexed and studied in AZtec 3.2 software by 
Oxfor Instruments. The locations of the EBSD were selected on different deformation domains 
in the samples. The number of the EBSD points collected from the samples range 5 to 45 
depending on the Kikuchi band quality of that location which is important to index the 
observation point. 
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RESULTS 
Mechanical Behavior 
Seven experiments were completed successfully (Table 2). For all tests the samples were 
recovered and petrographic sections were prepared so as to allow investigation of the mode of 
deformation and determine the twin and slip systems activated. Comparing the stress versus 
strain response of all samples shows significant variation in strength as a function of 
crystallographic orientation and temperature (Table 2, Fig. 7). As expected, the lowest yield 
strengths are evident in cores taken normal to the c-axis direction, which favors e-twinning, and 
greatest strengths are observed for cores taken parallel to the c-axis, which is least favorable for 
e-twinning.  In addition, cores with similar orientations relative to the c-axis show a strength 
reduction with an increase in temperature, with the notable exception of experiment CIC5 (Table 
2, Fig. 7). The mechanical response of experiment CIC5 was so anomalous that the result is 
considered suspect; however the test procedure, apparatus and data acquisition system functioned 
properly, so the behavior is attributed to an anomalous core sample. 
 
Table 2. Summary of Experiment Results 
 
 
CIC1 and CIC2 Experiments (cored at 22° to c-axis) 
The experiments of CIC1 and CIC2 were conducted at the temperatures of 200°C and 
400°C. The cores were loaded parallel to the core axis and at 22° to the c-axis, at a constant 
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strain rate of 2x10-5s-1, under 200 MPa confining pressure. Approximately 20% and 22% strain 
was achieved in the CIC1 and the CIC2 experiments, respectively (Fig. 7). The stress-strain data 
for the CIC1 experiment indicates two yield strengths; the first occurs at ~24 MPa and less than 
1% strain, the second occurs at ~40 MPa and ~2% strain; similar behavior was reported by De 
Bresser and Spiers (1997) for this orientation. Unfortunately, the differential force measurements 
for experiment CIC2 were not properly recorded during the test; however, the conditions at the 
beginning of the test and at the end of loading were recorded in written records so the strength 
and strain at the end of the test could be determined (Table 2, Fig. 8). The strengths during 
deformation are depicted only approximately. 
 
 
Figure 7. The stress-strain curves for all experiments. Experiment sample number, temperature 
of deformation, and core orientation are specified for each curve. Other experiment conditions 
are specified in Tables 1 and 2. As noted in the text, the dashed curve for CIC2 is based only on 
the final strength because the digital data during deformation was not recovered. 
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Sample CIC1 displays elastic mechanical behavior until reaching the first yield point at ~24 
MPa. Elasto-plastic behavior is displayed between the first and the second yield point. At ~40 
MPa there is an abrupt transition to mechanically plastic deformation that is followed by 
significant strain hardening throughout the rest of the CIC1 deformation experiment. The 
ultimate stress reached during the experiment is about 70 MPa. Even though, there is no true 
stress-strain curve for the CIC2 experiment at 400°C temperature, the stress value of the yield 
point is known as about 13 MPa from the voltage reads changed during the experiment.    
 
 
Figure 8. The stress-strain curves for CIC1 and CIC2 experiments. The dashed red lines mark 
the strain at the two observed yield points of the CIC1 sample. Conditions of each experiment 
are provided in Tables 1 and 2. As noted in the text, the dashed curve for CIC2 is based only on 
the final strength because the digital data during deformation was not recovered. 
 
CIC3 Experiment (cored at 68° to c-axis) 
The CIC3 sample was deformed at 200°C, a strain rate of 2x10-5s-1, under a confining 
pressure of 200 MPa. The orientation of the CIC3 core is 68° to c-axis, and perpendicular to the 
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CIC1 and CIC2 core orientations. Similar to the CIC1 stress-strain curve, the CIC3 experiment 
shows two yield points (Fig. 9). The first yield point is reached at about 1% strain at ~21 MPa; 
this is similar to the first yield point of the CIC1 sample. The second yield point occurs little 
above a strain of 2% at ~27 MPa. The stress-strain relation displays a significant strain-
hardening stage after the first yield stress is reached. The final strain reached is about 22% that 
occurs at 70 MPa.  
 
 
Figure 9. The stress-strain curve for the CIC3 experiment. The dashed red lines mark the strain 
at the two observed yield points of the sample. Conditions of each experiment are provided in 
Tables 1 and 2. 
 
CIC4 and CIC5 Experiments (cored parallel to c-axis) 
The samples cored parallel the c-axis, CIC4 and CIC5, were deformed at 20°C and 200°C 
respectively (Pc=200 MPa; ε̇=2x10-1 s-1). Different from the CIC1 and CIC2 experiments, which 
both have two characteristic yield points, CIC4 and CIC5 experiments exhibit one yield point 
(Fig. 10) at approximately 60 MPa and about 1% strain. The post-yield behavior displays strain-
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hardening at a relatively constant rate. In the CIC5 experiment, conducted at 200°C, the yield 
point is at around 170 MPa with a corresponding ~2% strain. This is the highest yield stress 
recorded for all deformation experiments, and as previously mentioned, is anomalous. Similar to 
the CIC4 experiment, the CIC5 sample also shows strain hardening at a relatively constant rate 
(Fig. 10). 
 
        
Figure 10. The stress-strain curves for the CIC4 and CIC5 experiments. The dashed red lines 
mark the strain at the observed yield point for each sample. Conditions of each experiment are 
provided in Tables 1 and 2. 
 
CIC6 and CIC7 Experiments (cored normal to c-axis) 
The calcite samples cored normal to the c-axis (CIC6 and CIC7) were deformed at a strain 
rate of 2x10-5s-1, a constant confining pressure of 150 MPa and 200 MPa, and at temperatures of 
20°C and 200°C, respectively. Experiment CIC6 displays two yield points (Fig. 11). The first 
yield point occurs at ~7 MPa and ~2% strain. The second yield point occurs at ~9 MPa and ~6% 
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strain. Like all the other experiments (except CIC2), the CIC6 also displays a strain-hardening 
stage after the second yield point.  
 
 
Figure 11. The stress-strain curve of the CIC6 experiment. The dashed red lines mark the strain 
at the two observed yield points of the sample. Conditions of each experiment are provided in 
Tables 1 and 2. 
 
In the CIC7 experiment, only stress data signals were collected. Strain data were not 
obtained because of a malfunction in the displacement transducer (DCDT); the total strain at the 
end of the experiment, however, could be determined from written records (Fig. 7). The variation 
in stress during the test allows identification of two yield points. The first yield point occurred at 
~5 MPa and the second at about 14 MPa, followed by softening and then hardening to a final 
strength of 17 MPa. A similar behavior was observed by De Bresser and Spiers (1997) for 
samples at similar orientations, and was interpreted to reflect the activation of twin gliding at the 
first yield point, and activation of dislocation glide at the second yield point.  
The CIC6 and the CIC7 samples have the same crystallographic orientation so the activated 
twin and slip systems during axial loading are expected to be similar except for the effect of 
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temperature. There is some uncertainty in the direct comparison of yield points, however, 
because of confining pressure differences (150 MPa for CIC6 and 200 MPa for CIC7) and core 
length differences (the CIC6 sample is ~40% longer than the CIC7 sample) for the two 
experiments. 
Observations 
Mode of Failure  
The Mode of failure for the samples varies primarily with the crystallographic orientation.  
The two samples cored and deformed at 22° to the c-axis (CIC1 and CIC2) and at 200°C and 
400°C, display relatively similar features. Both activate three sets of twin, and under crossed-
polarized light zones of different degrees of extinction indicating either the original crystal has 
zones of slightly different crystallographic orientation or that the deformation is zoned (domains 
outlined in yellow in Fig. 12). The intensity of the twins at the ends of the samples likely reflects 
stress concentrations and strain constraints due to the piston effect (De Bresser and Spiers, 1993). 
The deformation rotations (internal and external) were determined as ~6° and ~13° from the 
different extinction angles and twin sets in domains for CIC1 and CIC2, respectively.  
CIC3, the sample cored at 68° to c-axis had a smaller length to diameter ratio (less than 
2:1) than desired for a triaxial deformation test, and smaller when compared to the other test 
samples of this study. The optical images for CIC3 display less twin and dislocation glide 
deformation structures when compared to the other samples in this study. Three sets of twins are 
noted. These twins are inclined at slightly different angles to the applied axial load direction and 
are visible throughout the section (colored lines; Fig. 12).  
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Figure 12. Scanned images of CIC1, CIC2, and CIC3 samples. 1a) Plane-polarized and 1b) 
cross-polarized light images of the CIC1 sample. The colored lines in (1b) indicate visible 
twin/slip orientations. 2a) Plane-polarized and 2b) cross-polarized light images of the CIC2 
sample. The yellow lines separate the differently oriented twin/slip bands. 3a) Plane-polarized 
and 3b) cross-polarized light images of the CIC3 sample. The colored lines indicate different 
possible twin and slip orientations. 
 
The CIC4 sample, cored and compressed parallel to the c-axis at 20°C, shows three sets of 
twins similar to that noted in the CIC1 and CIC2 samples. The increase in number of twins at the 
sample ends, seen in the CIC1 and CIC2 samples, also is observed in the CIC4 section. Clear, 
parallel deformation structures at multiple orientations are observed in the central portion of the 
CIC4 sample; these likely represent twin planes or slip bands, and are more visible under plane-
polarized light (Fig. 13).  
The CIC5 section was also cored and compressed parallel to the c-axis similar to CIC4, but 
was deformed at 200°C. This sample does not show widespread, parallel deformation features 
produced by twinning or slip, which is unexpected given the significant increase in temperature 
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of deformation (e.g., Turner, 1954). The CIC5 sample displays irregular microstructures and the 
original outer shape of the sample is preserved. The lack of through-going deformation features 
and the anomalous high strength may indicate that the starting sample was not homogeneous, 
i.e., not a single crystal. Figure 13 shows that a small part of the crystal is distinguishable from a 
larger part by a boundary that looks more like a crack or grain boundary surface rather than a 
planar twin or slip band. If this represents an original crystal boundary within the parent calcite 
sample that separates two crystals with slightly different crystallographic orientations, twining 
and slip across it would be inhibited. Locally, the sample displays twin planes and evidence of 
glide near the boundary in the middle of the sample; these features are not planar and taper to 
tips. Twinning at the sample ends also is apparent locally. Because of the anomalous strength 
and presence of microstructural features that suggest it is not a single crystal, sample CIC5 was 
not analyzed further. 
 
 
 
Figure 13. Scanned images of the CIC4 and CIC5 samples. 4a, b) Sample CIC4. Sa, b) Sample 
CIC5. Images (4a) and (5a) are plane-polarized light, and images (4b) and (5b) are cross-
polarized light. The red line on (5a) shows the boundary of two phases of the calcite crystal. 
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The photograph of CIC6, which was loaded normal to the c-axis, displays a thick kink band 
through the central part of the sample (Fig. 14). Within the thick band are a couple parallel, thin 
kink bands (outlined with a red square and shown in the detail photo, Fig. 14). The broad shear 
band is recorded by both rotation of twin planes between the band boundaries relative to those 
within the sample ends, as well as the passive rotation of the sample sides. A high density of twin 
planes curve sharply to define the boundaries of the kink bands. The passive rotation of twins 
and the sample sides records a larger shear strain. 
 
 
 
Figure 14. Scanned images of CIC6 sample under (6a) plane-polarized and (6b) cross-polarized 
light. The red square in (6a) marks the location of kink bands and the photograph in (6c). 
 
Samples CIC6 and CIC7 were both loaded perpendicular to the c-axis, but CIC7 was 
deformed at a higher temperature of 200°C. The higher temperature of deformation of CIC7, and 
greater ductility, is reflected in the overall shape of the sample and in the microstructures (Fig. 
15). Like CIC6, this sample shows a single broad kink band in the central potion, but is 
characterized by more gently curved twin planes at the kink boundaries.  The twins are more 
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uniformly developed in CIC7 with no smaller scale kinking. At the center of the CIC7 thin 
section there is a relatively less deformed, lenticular segment that extends across the kink band 
parallel to the twin planes. This thin section also displays wider twinned zones at the sample 
ends, in contrast to zones of narrow twins in the central sheared region.  
 
 
Figure 15. Scanned image of the CIC7 sample under cross-polarized light. 
 
Crystallographic Orientation Determinations Using EBSD Data and e-Twin Sets 
The EBSD data was used to confirm that the calcite crystals were in fact cored in the 
intended orientations relative to the core axis, and to determine the orientations of the m planes 
and a crystallographic axes. In addition, the EBSD data specifies the orientation of the 
petrographic thin section within each crystal relative to the crystallographic directions.  To 
determine the original core sample orientation, EBSD measurement were collected near the core 
axis and near the ends of the cores adjacent to the piston, as these areas are most protected from 
large deformations that may have been introduced by the piston.  Overall, the EBSD data 
document that the crystals were cored within a few degrees of the intended directions.  EBSD 
data collected from numerous locations within the interior of the deformed samples provided 
information on magnitude of passive rotations of crystallographic axes, as well as the directions 
of the rotation axes. These data clearly record 1) rotation of the c-axes associated with 
mechanical e-twinning of 53˚, and 2) passive rotation of the c-axes in twinned and non-twinned 
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areas around the a axes, consistent with e-twinning and r-slip mechanisms. Passive rotations 
were also recorded by bent e-twins, particularly evident in samples CIC6 and CIC7, which are 
consistent with rotations determined using EBSD data. 
Samples CIC1 and CIC2 were not inspected with EBSD techniques due to the difficulty in 
sectioning and polishing, which could not be redone due to limitations of remaining core sample 
volumes that needed to be retained for isotope analyses.  However, both these samples displayed 
three sets of twins in the regions near the sample ends, which underwent passive rotations of less 
than a few degrees.  As such, the orientations of the three sets of twin lines, formed by 
intersection of the twins with the plane of the petrographic section, could be used to determine 
uniquely the orientation of the crystallographic directions, as well as the orientation of the 
section with respect to the crystal orientations.  This analysis confirmed the actual orientation of 
the core sample axes in CIC1 and CIC2 also were within a few degrees of the intended core 
orientation, and thus allowed for subsequent analyses of activated twin and slip systems in the 
interior of the samples experiencing the largest strains (Figs. 16-22).  
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DISCUSSION 
Analysis of Activated Twin and Slip Systems 
Using the planar deformation features evident in the optical photomicrographs along with 
knowledge of the orientation of the crystallographic directions, the load axis (core axis) 
direction, and the passive rotations of twin planes and the top and bottom boundaries of the 
deformed core samples, it is possible to identify the twin planes and the slip systems that were 
activated during deformation with good confidence. In some sample orientations (e.g., loaded 
normal to the c-axis) twin gliding in a single e-twin direction accommodated the majority of the 
sample shortening; in other cases multiple twin systems and slip systems were activated to 
different degrees to achieve the total strain (e.g., loaded parallel to the c-axis). The 
crystallographic orientations and the deformation features identified are illustrated in decorated 
photomicrographs of the sectioned samples, and in upper and lower hemisphere projections to 
the plane of each thin section. The projections include the crystallographic orientations defined 
by EBSD and the twin and slip planes and slip directions plotted in the thin section reference 
frame (Figs. 16-22).  
Samples CIC1 and CIC2 show evidence of the activation of all three e-twin directions and 
multiple r- slip directions. At the lower temperature of CIC1 deformation, the e-twinning is 
concentrated at the sample ends, near the piston.  The wedge shape of the bulged region and 
shear in the central portion of the CIC1 sample likely reflect a combination of r-1, r
-
2, and r
-
3 slip. 
In contrast, at the higher temperature of deformation, shear in the central portion of the CIC2 
sample appears as a single, wide band of shear achieved through a combination of e1-twinning 
and r-1 slip. The twins in the shear band appear to have passively rotated towards the load axis by 
the e1-twinning or by r
-
1 slip.  Although the twins in the shear band are parallel to e3-twinning 
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near the end of the sample, slip on e3 is in-and-out of the thin section plane and therefore would 
not produce the shear strain in the band evidenced by rotation of the core sample boundaries.  In 
this sample, the shear band boundary is parallel to the r-1 slip plane, but the magnitude and extent 
of r-1 slip is not known (Figs. 16 and 17).   
The undeformed CIC3 core was shorter than desired for triaxial testing. A shorter 
dimension of cores in the load axis direction tends to produce a stronger sample, greater 
homogeneous barreling, and more complex deformation associated with strain constraints and 
piston friction effects.  The sample displays faint planar deformation features, which combined 
with the crystallographic orientations, strongly suggest that the dominant twin direction is e1 and 
that the dominant slip direction is r+1, with possible operation of r
+
2 as well (Fig. 18).  
The CIC4 sample clearly displays the three e-twin planes within the sample ends and the 
three r- slip bands within the central region of the sample.  The parallel, closely spaced r
-
2 slip 
bands and passive rotation of the sample sides by shear on the r-2 bands suggests r
-
2 is the 
dominant strain producing slip plane in this sample (Fig. 19).  
The CIC6 sample displays extensive e-twinning by e1, but also planar bands parallel to r
+
3, 
and r+1 bands parallel to the kink-band boundaries. The twins are reoriented by passive rotation 
in the kink band, and EBSD crystallographic orientation measurements at many locations in the 
kink band records rotation of c-axes due to e-twinning, as well as the passive rotation of twin 
planes due to shear. Although slip on r+1 planes parallel to the kink band boundary could 
contribute to the shear observed across the kink band, it also is possible that the r+1 plane serves 
to accommodate the strain incompatibility at the kink band boundaries but does little to generate 
shear within the band (Fig. 21). 
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CIC1 
a. 
 
 
 
b. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16.  Analysis of crystallographic axes and deformation of the sample from experiment 
CIC1. a) Photograph of the petrographic section of the deformed sample with labels of 
crystallographic directions (red lines, solid with arrowhead if in the plane of the section and 
dashed if not), and orientation of e-twin (pink) and r-glide (blue) planes. b) Orientation of 
interpreted twin (e+) and glide (r+, r-) planes that contributed to deformation of the sample 
relative to the orientation of the end of the sample (SEO), the load axis (), the crystallographic 
directions (e.g., c-axis), and the petrographic section coordinates (X, Y), in an equal-area 
projection onto the plane of the section.  Great circles show the orientation of the e-planes (pink), 
r-planes (blue) with circles in corresponding colors indicating the slip direction. Note the open 
circles represent direction in the upper hemisphere, and solid circles represent the direction in the 
lower hemisphere, and that the great circles are in the same hemisphere corresponding to the slip 
direction. 
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CIC2 
a. 
 
 
 
b. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17.  Analysis of crystallographic axes and deformation of the sample from experiment 
CIC2. a) Photograph of the petrographic section of the deformed sample with labels of 
crystallographic directions (red lines, solid with arrowhead if in the plane of the section and 
dashed if not), and orientation of e-twin (pink) and r-glide (blue) planes. b) Orientation of 
interpreted twin (e+) and glide (r+, r-) planes that contributed to deformation of the sample 
relative to the orientation of the end of the sample (SEO), the load axis (), the crystallographic 
directions (e.g., c-axis), and the petrographic section coordinates (X, Y), in an equal-area 
projection onto the plane of the section.  Great circles show the orientation of the e-planes (pink), 
r-planes (blue) with circles in corresponding colors indicating the slip direction. Note the open 
circles represent direction in the upper hemisphere, and solid circles represent the direction in the 
lower hemisphere, and that the great circles are in the same hemisphere corresponding to the slip 
direction. 
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CIC3 
a. 
 
 
b. 
 
 
c. 
 
Figure 18.  Analysis of crystallographic axes and deformation of the sample from experiment 
CIC3. a) Photograph of the petrographic section of the deformed sample with labels of 
crystallographic directions (red lines, solid with arrowhead if in the plane of the section and 
dashed if not), EBSD measurement location (yellow diamond), and orientation of e-twin (pink) 
and r-glide (blue) planes. b) Crystallographic axes determined from EBSD measurement in the 
location keyed to the photograph, and shown in an upper-hemisphere, equal-angle projection to 
the plane of the petrographic section with the X-direction to the right, parallel to the long axis of 
the petrographic section. c) Orientation of interpreted twin (e+) and glide (r+, r-) planes that 
contributed to deformation of the sample relative to the orientation of the end of the sample 
(SEO), the load axis (), the crystallographic directions (e.g., c-axis), and the petrographic 
section coordinates (X, Y), in an equal-area projection onto the plane of the section.  Great 
circles show the orientation of the e-planes (pink), r-planes (blue) with circles in corresponding 
colors indicating the slip direction. Note the open circles represent direction in the upper 
hemisphere, and solid circles represent the direction in the lower hemisphere, and that the great 
circles are in the same hemisphere corresponding to the slip direction. 
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CIC4 
a. 
 
 
b. 
 
 
c. 
 
Figure 19.  Analysis of crystallographic axes and deformation of the sample from experiment 
CIC4. a) Photograph of the petrographic section of the deformed sample with labels of 
crystallographic directions (red lines, solid with arrowhead if in the plane of the section and 
dashed if not), EBSD measurement location (yellow diamond), and orientation of e-twin (pink) 
and r-glide (blue) planes. b) Crystallographic axes determined from EBSD measurement in the 
location keyed to the photograph, and shown in an upper-hemisphere, equal-angle projection to 
the plane of the petrographic section with the X-direction to the right, parallel to the long axis of 
the petrographic section. c) Orientation of interpreted twin (e+) and glide (r+, r-) planes that 
contributed to deformation of the sample relative to the orientation of the end of the sample 
(SEO), the load axis (), the crystallographic directions (e.g., c-axis), and the petrographic 
section coordinates (X, Y), in an equal-area projection onto the plane of the section.  Great 
circles show the orientation of the e-planes (pink), r-planes (blue) with circles in corresponding 
colors indicating the slip direction. Note the open circles represent direction in the upper 
hemisphere, and solid circles represent the direction in the lower hemisphere, and that the great 
circles are in the same hemisphere corresponding to the slip direction. 
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CIC5 
a. 
 
b. 
 
c. 
 
Figure 20.  Analysis of crystallographic axes of the sample from experiment CIC5. Deformation 
features are not interpreted for this experiment as explained in the text. a) Photograph of the 
petrographic section of the deformed sample with labels of crystallographic directions (red lines, 
solid with arrowhead if in the plane of the section and dashed if not). b) Crystallographic axes 
determined from EBSD measurement in the location keyed to the photograph, and shown in an 
upper-hemisphere, equal-angle projection to the plane of the petrographic section with the X-
direction to the right, parallel to the long axis of the petrographic section.  
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CIC6 
a. 
 
 
b. 
 
 
c. 
 
Figure 21.  Analysis of crystallographic axes and deformation of the sample from experiment 
CIC6. a) Photograph of the petrographic section of the deformed sample with labels of 
crystallographic directions (red lines, solid with arrowhead if in the plane of the section and 
dashed if not), EBSD measurement location (yellow diamond), and orientation of e-twin (pink) 
and r-glide (blue) planes. b) Crystallographic axes determined from EBSD measurement in the 
location keyed to the photograph, and shown in an upper-hemisphere, equal-angle projection to 
the plane of the petrographic section with the X-direction to the right, parallel to the long axis of 
the petrographic section. c) Orientation of interpreted twin (e+) and glide (r+, r-) planes that 
contributed to deformation of the sample relative to the orientation of the end of the sample 
(SEO), the load axis (), the crystallographic directions (e.g., c-axis), and the petrographic 
section coordinates (X, Y), in an equal-area projection onto the plane of the section.  Great 
circles show the orientation of the e-planes (pink), r-planes (blue) with circles in corresponding 
colors indicating the slip direction. Note the open circles represent direction in the upper 
hemisphere, and solid circles represent the direction in the lower hemisphere, and that the great 
circles are in the same hemisphere corresponding to the slip direction. 
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CIC7 
a. 
 
 
b. 
 
 
c. 
 
 
Figure 22.  Analysis of crystallographic axes and deformation of the sample from experiment 
CIC6. a) Photograph of the petrographic section of the deformed sample with labels of 
crystallographic directions (red lines, solid with arrowhead if in the plane of the section and 
dashed if not), EBSD measurement location (yellow diamond), and orientation of e-twin (pink) 
and r-glide (blue) planes. b) Crystallographic axes determined from EBSD measurement in the 
location keyed to the photograph, and shown in an upper-hemisphere, equal-angle projection to 
the plane of the petrographic section with the X-direction to the right, parallel to the long axis of 
the petrographic section. c) Orientation of interpreted twin (e+) and glide (r+, r-) planes that 
contributed to deformation of the sample relative to the orientation of the end of the sample 
(SEO), the load axis (), the crystallographic directions (e.g., c-axis), and the petrographic 
section coordinates (X, Y), in an equal-area projection onto the plane of the section.  Great 
circles show the orientation of the e-planes (pink), r-planes (blue) with circles in corresponding 
colors indicating the slip direction. Note the open circles represent direction in the upper 
hemisphere, and solid circles represent the direction in the lower hemisphere, and that the great 
circles are in the same hemisphere corresponding to the slip direction. 
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The CIC7 sample is geometrically very similar to the deformation in the CIC6 sample, but 
the e1 twins are very well developed and likely produce the bulk of the shear strain in the kink 
band.  There are, however, a number of planar features in the boundary regions of the kink that 
roughly parallel r+1 planes, so similar to CIC5 some shear strain may be produced by activation 
of r+1 slip but is it likely subordinate.   
Deformation and Yield Strength 
As a result of having very good information on the orientation of the crystallographic axes 
for each deformed sample, it is possible to call on the relatively well documented critical 
resolved shear stress determinations for twin and slip systems in calcite from previous work 
(e.g., Turner, 1954; De Bresser and Spiers, 1997; Table 3) to calculate the expected yield stress 
to activate slip for each deformed sample. This is done to independently check the likelihood of 
activating the twin and slip planes if the deformed samples.  
 
Table 3. Critical Resolved Shear Stress* for Twin and Slip 
 
*Values determined from work by Turner (1954) and De Bresser and Spiers (1997). 
 
Table 4 presents the calculated Schmid factors for each e-twin, r- slip, and r+ slip plane 
based on the load direction relative to the slip plane and slip direction.  The differential stress for 
activation of each twin and slip plane is determined from the quotient of the critical resolved 
shear stress by the Schmid factor.  Table 5 provides the observed yield and final stress measured 
during deformation of each sample, compared to the calculated stress for each twin and slip 
plane.  The twin and slip planes identified in each deformed sample are identified by red 
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underline in table 5 for easy comparison.  In general, the observed yield and final stresses are 
similar to the calculated stresses for the identified twin and slip planes, though in some cases 
very high calculated stress for some slip planes may be taken as arguments that those slip planes 
were not significant or misidentified.  
For example, in CIC6 and CIC7 samples, the observed yield stress is low and some work 
hardening is observed.  The stress levels are clearly similar to the activation of e1-twinning. The 
stress for activating r+1, which was inferred from observed planar features, is extremely high by 
comparison and thus would seem unlikely to have been activated except only very locally.  In 
these samples the observed work hardening is more likely explain as a consequence of passive 
rotation of the potential e1-twin plane decreasing the Schmid factor and raising the stress 
necessary for continued twining in the band. 
In contrast, the observed initial yield and final stress in samples CIC1 and CIC4 are fairly 
high thus could explain the activation of all three e-twin planes and all three r- slip planes as is 
clearly observed in the CIC4 sample and inferred for CIC1sample. The observed twin and slip 
planes activated in CIC3 and the observed yield and final stress also are consistent with the yield 
stress calculated for these plans. 
 
Table 4. Schmid Factors for Twin and Slip Planes in Experiments 
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Table 5. Comparison of Observed and Calculated Yield Strengths 
 
 
Recommendations and Expected Outcomes for Clumped Isotope Analysis of Deformed Samples 
The suite of experiments provides good opportunity to identify if any of the lower 
temperature (<200˚C) twin and slip systems can cause changes in clumped isotope signatures.  
For example, samples CIC6 and CIC7 provide domains of calcite (within the kink bands) 
deformed primarily by e-twinning to large shear strain, and thus isolating the e-twin mechanism.  
Sample CIC4 provides a domain in which large strain is achieved by operation of the r- slip 
system (all three planes) without significant twinning, and thus allowing isolation of the r- slip 
mechanism.  Sample CIC3 provides the best opportunity to investigate the role of r+ slip on 
isotopes as it is highly deformed at high stress by a combination of e-twinning and r+ slip. 
Finally, samples CIC1 and CIC2 both deform by combined e-twinning and multiple r- slip 
planes. Thus, samples CIC1, CIC2 and CIC3 allow investigation of whether complex interaction 
of various twin and slip systems affects clumped isotope signatures.   
As Reeder (1983) discussed, the strength of a C-O bond is greater than the strength of a Ca-
O bond. This means that a Ca-O bond requires higher pressure to be broken during deformation. 
At this point, the Schmid factors calculated with respect to two applied stress directions would be 
useful for having an idea about types of broken bonds during experiments. In such a way that 
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high Schmid factor values of deformation mechanisms in calcite could be associated with 
breaking of C-O bonds and if we could break C-O bonds, a new equilibrium of isotope 
distribution would be adjusted according to the temperature existing during deformations. This 
could prove that deformation has an influence on clumped isotope signature of calcite by means 
of breaking the C-O bonds and establishing a new equilibrium of isotopic distribution in 
compliance with deformation temperature.  
In case of absence of changed Δ47 values, we may think of two likely interpretations. 
Unmodified Δ47 values would imply that there are no C-O bonds being broken during 
deformation. Thus, the internal equilibrium of isotopic distribution would stay undisrupted in 
calcite. Even if we could break the C-O bonds and disrupt the equilibrium, we still would be 
unable to see any change in clumped isotope measurements due to lack of required time for 
resetting and establishing new internal equilibrium in calcite. In both cases, we may not see any 
new, post-deformation Δ47 measurements. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
• This study involves a key contribution to the important scientific question of whether low- to 
moderate-temperature deformation of calcite can change the signature of clumped isotopes, 
which are frequently used as a paleothermometer in geologic and environmental studies.   
• Experimental deformation of single crystal calcite samples was completed to allow direct 
measurements of clumped isotope concentrations in deformed and undeformed calcite from 
the same parent calcite crystal, thus verifying whether deformation affects clumped isotopes 
in calcite. 
• Analysis of the deformation in the experimentally deformed crystals identifies the active 
deformation processes of e-twinning, r+ slip, and r- slip.  An important outcome is that some 
domains of the deformed samples are identified in which only e-twinning operates, only r- slip 
operates, combined r+ slip and e-twinning operates, or combined r- and e-twinning operates, 
which allows a means to identify if any individual mechanism, or combination of 
mechanisms, can affect clumped isotopes. 
• Follow-up work by experts in clumped isotope analysis will use the products of this study to 
confirm if clumped isotopes are affected by low temperature deformation. Any outcome will 
be useful to the community using clumped isotopes for paleothermometry, and as well to 
efforts to understand the fundamental, atomic-scale processes of mechanical twinning and slip 
by dislocation motion.   
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